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Abstract

In a highly innovative market, wireless systems nowadays undergo very short production cycles. Due to these tough
timing constraints, the time-consuming process of prototyping is often neglected, jeopardizing the entire product becoming
successful. Heavy application of automatic tools can allow for rapid prototyping overcoming this unfortunate situation and
de-risking the product challenge. However, the application of automatic tools alone does not speed up the prototyping process
su3ciently. By re4ecting on current design processes, several paradigms for faster prototyping are concluded, named the
Five-Ones Approach: One team, One environment, One code, One documentation and One code revision tool. Based on
such a Five-Ones Approach, a consistent prototyping environment to implement a prototyping design from $rst idea to $nal
implementation is presented in this paper. In particular, the design of a prototype for a MIMO system with four transmit and
four receive antennas, based on the current UMTS FDD downlink standard is reported.
? 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Consider a so-called high-technology development
environment de$ned by a high rate of innovation from
one product to the next. Wireless communication is
currently such a high-technology $eld in which the
classical development methods do not satisfy the needs
of a quick turnaround of ideas into products [31]. In
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classic product designs, prototypes are built before-
hand to study their behaviour under real-world con-
ditions and to ensure that there are no technological
4aws in the design that could prevent the product from
realization. They also have the advantage that they
can be presented to potential customers long before
the product is ready and convince them at an early
time of the advantages the future product will pro-
vide. However, due to the severe time constraints in
the wireless market, prototypes are often skipped and
the design team relies only on simulation results and
the experience with previous products. Due to their
high complexity, modern wireless systems are often
heterogeneous systems consisting of many commer-
cial DSPs, FPGA and speci$c ASIC solutions. If the
eJort to build a prototype for such a system is roughly
as much as that of building the whole product, the
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question is why build a prototype at all since it would
hardly be available before the product. Further argu-
ments to abandon time-consuming real-time experi-
ments are their small =exibility preventing exploration
of the whole parameter space and the lack of perfect
control of the test environment as it is common in
simulations, making it very hard to compare the pro-
totype behaviour with simulation results and thus to
draw conclusions.
Under the pressure to be $rst on the market,

telecommunication equipment companies often de-
cide to focus more on simulations and trust the exper-
tise of their research team. Such a development style
can easily lead to failure, of which the development
of HiperLAN/1 is a good example. 3 In the course
of its development, many companies were involved
in the standardization process, typically represented
by members of their research teams. It was believed
that a standard equalizer would solve all transmission
problems caused by inter-symbol-interference (ISI)
of such wireless channels. Although equalizer algo-
rithms are well explored in literature and showed very
promising behaviour in simulations, once the equal-
izer was to be implemented, its realization turned out
to be unexpectedly di3cult. Particular solutions had
to be investigated [5,40,47] in order to meet the re-
quirements (the solutions in the given references only
allow equalization for wireless channels up to 50 ns
RMS, certainly small o3ce spaces only) causing a
delay in the production process and an unexpected
increase in realization costs. Today (March 2003),
almost 7 years after the termination of the standard-
ization process, only one company has a product on
the market [21] and others are not expected. Simula-
tion alone, with its perfect double-precision numerical
environment, clearly gave the wrong impression that
the equalizer would be a simple task to implement.
By now, one should have learnt that not all that works
in MATLAB, works in the real world (as well). The
impact on the wireless $eld is not always that dra-
matic. However, being late on the market [4] due to
problems occurring in the last phases of the design
cycle is very costly and has to be prevented.
Recognizing these problems, companies have

started their own initiatives to overcome the situation.

3 Another example is the explosion of an early Ariane rocket
due to numerical errors, though not for the wireless market [13].

In$neon, for example, introduced the idea of virtual
prototyping in their design process [7,17], a concept
in which a complete software model of the later hard-
ware components is speci$ed and implemented at an
early stage. It can be used as a reference model at
later design stages and much more importantly allows
the software development team to work early with a
model that behaves identically to the future product.
Such a method, however, also has its shortcomings.
With the high complexity of UMTS systems, for ex-
ample, it will hardly be possible to perform extensive
simulations with a model containing all technical de-
tails. Functional test vectors, for example, are known
to increase by a factor of 100 every 6 years [17]. Also,
and maybe more importantly, the physical world of
the (more or less) unknown radio channels is only
represented by simpli$ed and therefore less precise
mathematical models. If, for example, the behaviour
of a channel estimation algorithm at 500 kmph needs
to be investigated in a rich scattering environment,
no reliable models are available. Particularly in the
wireless $eld, this point attracts much attention since
the physical channels de$ning the transmission rate
of future systems are typically unknown and only
given in form of statistical models (see for example
[19,23]). It is thus important to come up with a rapid
prototyping of such technical features that are new
and carry much risk. If they are not understood well
enough, the product realization is in jeopardy.
Unfortunately, building a prototype for something

as complex as a base station with all its features would
require almost the same eJort as building the prod-
uct itself. Rapid prototyping has thus undergone some
paradigm change. It used to be a starter equipment to
evaluate a concept as well as to show customers the
companies’ potential in coming out with new prod-
ucts. Nowadays rapid prototyping has come to mean
something diJerent: it is not the entire, but only a par-
tial set of features of the $nal product that is to be built
in a rapid, but sometimes (hardware) ine3cient way.
Hence, only such technical parts that are new to the
realization team [10,15,34] are implemented. There-
fore, rapid prototyping does not require all steps of
production and can be available much earlier. For ex-
ample, marketing strategies, form factors, power con-
sumption, standard compliance and cost are usually
no or only minor issues for the development of a pro-
totype. Only its technical behavior is important. The
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open questions to tackle are feasibility, complexity and
the behaviour of the new product in a real rather than
a simulated environment. Nevertheless, with the ever
increasing complexity of modern wireless products,
rapid prototyping requires fairly complex and hetero-
geneous hardware set-ups that cannot be handled by a
single person. For example, UMTS transceivers func-
tionality cannot be realized by one or two powerful
DSPs due to the required bit-level operations on very
high speed (see for example the announcements of TIs
C64 processors [3,29,43]). A rapid prototyping team
is thus needed (typically of the size 10–20 people)
to cope with the various technologies required in this
$eld in order to build a complete radio link for the
UMTS physical layers.
On the other hand, rapid prototyping is not very dif-

ferent from a product design since it requires a team
with almost the same set of skills. The only diJerence
is that fewer people are required and clearly their skill
sets must have a rich repertoire of many aspects in
electronic design. In the following Section 2, the clas-
sical product development 4ow will be reviewed to
understand the diJerent functions of the various teams
involved. From this study, it can be learnt what slows
the development of wireless designs and thus in which
way improvement is possible, to accomplish prototyp-
ing in a rapid fashion. Many of such improvements are
not only applicable for speeding up prototyping, but
also the production process. However, in this paper the
focus is entirely on the rapid prototyping design 4ow.
Furthermore, Section 2.4 will present a short overview
of existing EDA tools as they are currently available
on the market, their advantages and shortcomings and
bring them into their relation to the requirements of
the various design teams. 4

Section 3 will draw $rst conclusions from the re4ec-
tions and analyses presented in the second section and
propose a new design approach called the Five-Ones
Approach. Section 4, will report on a case study of a
wireless multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) de-
sign for the UMTS FDD downlink with four transmit
and four receive antennas that was $nished recently.

4 Note that the focus here is on commercially available tools,
rather than university tools because commercial tools are well
documented and maintained and their cost is rarely an issue for a
prototype. Nevertheless, university tools are often the source for
very inspiring concepts.

A complete real-time wireless transceiver based on
TI-C6x DSPs and Xilinx V1000 FPGAs is presented.
Along with the various design steps, our particular re-
alization of the proposed Five-Ones Approach will be
described.

2. Classical product development in wireless: a
review

The following three teams can be distinguished: re-
search team, design speci$cation team, and implemen-
tation team. Particular aspects to production as outlook
design, compatibility to existing products and stan-
dards, marketing, production testing, and distribution
are neglected.

2.1. The research team

In a classical design process, a research team (also
called forward-looking or pre-development team)
works out new technological ideas to include new
features or improve existing ones. The veriAcation
of such new ideas is typically performed by simula-
tions. Favoured are MATLAB from MATHWORKS
[37] or simply C-programming. Note that graphical
tools like SIMULINK from MATHWORKS, COS-
SAP/CoCentric System Studio from SYNOPSYS
[11] or Signal Processing Workstation (SPW) from
CADENCE [38] are rarely used in this context since
the researchers feel restricted by the formalism and
constraints of such tools. 5 Such constraints will be
discussed in more detail in Section 3 and solutions
presented in Section 4. In order to focus on new
technological ideas of the design, not all details are
included in the simulation and the transmission chain
is not described in full detail. Only the most important
entities describing such parts that are essential for the
transmission of data are modelled and many details
are therefore left out when they are not considered
to have a substantial impact on the $nal product be-
haviour. Such simulations are often performed assum-
ing base-band signals due to the limited performance

5 There are many similar but less known tools available: Khoros,
RTExpress, GEDAE, RIPPEN, Talaris to name a few.
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of workstations and PCs well knowing that parts of the
design are running in a higher frequency domain. Such
high-frequency parts are typically neglected entirely,
or if necessary, for showing recent improvements, are
transformed into the base-band domain. Note that typ-
ically only results are reported in publications and
internal technical reports. Little attention is devoted
to the description of the simulation program itself and
the included details.

2.2. The system design team

Once the simulation results of the research team are
satisfactory, a second so-called design speci$cation,
system design or system architecture team comes into
play. Their $rst interaction is rather passive, as they
are being taught the newly developed methods from
the $rst team. The publications and technical reports
of the research group, often not suited for the average
design engineer are a further support for the system
design team.
The design team now decides what techniques will

be used to map such algorithmic ideas into software
and hardware, in particular, which components are
mapped into general purpose processors and which re-
quire dedicated hardware architectures (partitioning).
They de$ne what speci$cs these components need to
satisfy and what development and $nal product costs
are anticipated. All components and interfaces be-
tween such components need to be speci$ed. Standard
components that are available and satisfy all condi-
tions to support the newest product idea are usually
bought, while previously built functions, so-called in-
tellectual property (IP), are reused wherever possible.
It is the responsibility of this group to select available
components at the lowest cost and to make the prod-
uct $t into the already existing product line. Such ef-
fort can change a product entirely. While giving the
product a $rst shape in terms of general system ar-
chitecture, little or no architectural optimization at the
detail level is made here.
During the course of the design team’s work, many

new questions arise about the feasibility of the future
product. These questions are fed back to the research
team and typically answered by including more de-
tails into the simulations. Having the design teams
modifying the code themselves typically fails due to a
lack of program description. Note also that by de$n-

ing HW and SW blocks, this team already de$nes a
HW/SW split. This split may be coarse, but can have
considerable impact later in the design process. Re-
markably, such partitioning is nowadays typically per-
formed based on the team’s experience without any
tool support.

2.3. The product realization team

Once the system has been speci$ed in detail, a third
group of engineers, the implementation team or real-
ization team becomes involved. Their task is to build
all required components that cannot be bought from
outside vendors and to join them with existing parts.
In short: they have to make the product work. The im-
plementation team has knowledge of the speci$c tools
that are required to program DSPs, FPGAs, and to de-
sign ASICs. They need to be taught the innovations
of the $rst team, supplemented by the implementation
guidelines of the design team. Note that the work of
the implementation team is very labour intense and it
is very important for its timely success that the $rst
two groups had no 4aws left in their designs. A major
re-design in the middle of the building process can be
as costly as starting anew.
The algorithmic implementation requires a perma-

nent co-simulation of the actual implementation code
with the original high-level simulation. If the simu-
lation code coming from the research team is not in
good shape, including a detailed description, it cannot
be used for this task and has to be re-coded to be
suitable for the new design environment. Typically,
the $rst step is thus re-creating existing code and
verifying it with the old code. This requires multiple
interactions between the research group and the im-
plementation team. Once the implementation team is
con$dent of having a good code reference, a so-called
golden code, for all their later design stages they will
start building an ASIC or programming a DSP. From
here on, co-simulation for the purpose of veri$ca-
tion is what mostly de$nes their work. It is therefore
most helpful when a design environment supports
co-simulation. Otherwise, two diJerent tools need to
be run in parallel ensuring identical input and output
patterns. It is here where numerical problems of the al-
gorithms show up. Typically, the hardware platforms
onto which the algorithms are mapped are $x-point
environments. Interaction with the research team
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follows, de$ning which mathematical tricks can help
to solve numerical issues. 6

2.4. Automatic tool support

While the research team accomplishes its tasks with
very few tools (a simple C compiler can be su3cient),
there is hardly any tool support for the second team.
Although some architectural exploration tools with
very speci$c capabilities are available these days 7

there are no general tools that would support an au-
tomatic partitioning of a larger C code written by the
research team into hardware/software (HW/SW) or
arbitrary DSP/ASIC. The product realization team on
the other hand, is faced with nearly hundreds of diJer-
ent tools for automatic design. Classically, such tools
are divided into two categories depending on the hard-
ware they support: DSP chips and FPGAs/ASICs.
Using commercially available DSPs gives the

advantage of low-cost, high-speed devices whose
development time would be otherwise quite long.
They oJer highest 4exibility since their program can
be changed later even when the product has already
been sold. Usually, assembler language translators
are used for programming DSPs. The work of a DSP
engineer is characterized by writing thousands of
lines of assembler code. Today many DSP providers
oJer C-compilers, allowing programming DSPs in
a high-level language. This speeds up produc-
tivity tremendously. However, a few misconceptions
usually come along with such products. Typically,
the C-compilers are not very e3cient in mapping C
code to the DSPs hardware architecture. Thus, the
time-limiting, high-complexity tasks still need to be
written in assembler. Second, a C-program written for
simulation is typically written in a diJerent, hardware
independent style so that even a good C-compiler
with optimizer cannot map it e3ciently to a speci$c
DSP core. Once assembler code is written, instruc-
tion set simulators (ISS) support co-simulation and
veri$cation of the algorithms.

6 Or, like in the mentioned HiperLAN/1 example above, a
complete re-design is required costing much more than initially
expected.

7 VCC from CADENCE, N2C from COWARE and Visual Elite
from INNOVEDA who recently joined forces with MENTOR
GRAPHICS [2,28,46].

The conditions for FPGA and ASIC development
are almost completely antagonistic to those of the DSP
world: slower development, higher cost in small num-
bers, and di3cult to change codes after the product
has been shipped. Nevertheless, some applications do
not allow using DSPs only, such as CDMA front ends,
with their very high demand for high-rate bit-level
operations. ASIC and FPGA designs are much more
time consuming than DSP development and not sur-
prisingly numerous EDA tools are oJered for them.
Such tools start at a high abstraction level allowing
graphically grouping functional blocks in such a way
that they exhibit the same behaviour as the original
code of the research group. From here, the code has
to be re$ned into $x-point code and further on con-
verted into such structures that can be mapped directly
into hardware blocks. While the design 4ow in many
tools requires VHDL (or Verilog) coding by hand,
others oJer automatic translation from high-level lan-
guages. 8 No matter what philosophy the designers
follow, many more re$nement steps are required and
with every step of re$nement co-simulations for ver-
i$cation of the blocks are required. While CoCentric
System Studio now also oJers co-simulation of VHDL
and C-code, 9 this has not been a standard feature in
the past. Once the re$nement steps in the original code
move from one language to another, the veri$cation
process becomes very time consuming, mostly due to
a lack of interface techniques. Also, once this language
step has been made, there is no backward compatibil-
ity any more. Thus, modi$cations in the VHDL code
are not re4ected in the simulation code any more and
$nding a bug can become very costly.
A further problem arises during cycle accurate

co-simulation of software and hardware in embed-
ded systems. While software simulations are usually
carried out on appropriate high-level models of the
processor/DSP platform, hardware simulations run
in a cycle accurate simulator. Separate simulations
of the two aspects often neglect or simplify the con-
necting parts of the system such as busses or com-
mon resources. This can lead to bus congestions or

8 A|RT-Builder [2] from ADELANTE TECHNOLOGIES and
the compiler of SystemC [22,27] Version 2.0 supported for ex-
ample by CoCentric System Studio from SYNOPSYS.

9 A process that is very time consuming since a complicated
interface has to be written by hand.
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Fig. 1. The classical design 4ow.

violations of timing restrictions (such as maximum
latencies).

3. Rapid prototyping: a new design �ow

Note that the classical development approach, as
it has been described in the previous section, often
exhibits discontinuous phases. Typically, at the time
when the design is handled from one team to the next,
an entire new set of tools, languages and formalisms
is used and the previous code cannot even be used
for reference purposes. Moreover, once a problem oc-
curs, a team cannot return their design to the previous
team in order to get help in $nding problems since the
current code is not backwards compatible. The clas-
sic design 4ow is thus a feed-forward structure where
the re$ned product and corresponding responsibility
is only moved in one direction while necessary ex-
pertise and information revealing discussions are only
made possible by backward loops (see Fig. 1).
Once unexpected problems occur, discussions with

both (or even all three) teams are the typical method
for salvation. Note that such a procedure is necessarily
slow, due to the feedback loops allowing crucial in-
formation to come up only at the end of the work4ow.
What makes them unnecessarily slow is the fact that
every time a problem occurs at a later design stage,
this problem does not $t into the modelling of the pre-
ceding group. It can take a substantial amount of time
in order to bring one of the teams up to the detailed
knowledge level of the other one. In the following $ve
points, areas of ine3cient design are identi$ed and
immediate solutions are proposed.

(1) Clearly, the feedback loops cannot be broken
since the required skill sets are not present in
all teams. However, the reaction time can be
changed dramatically, once all groups share one
environment. This observation on its own is not
new and many tools in the EDA community
exist (COSSAP/CoCentric System Studio and
SPW to name the two most widespread). How-
ever, since they have been developed to support
speci$cally chip design (and to some extent al-
gorithmic design) the architectural level and its
exploration, as well as testing and system inte-
gration on speci$c hardware platforms (so-called
platform-based design) are not supported. Also,
due to speci$c language constraints many re-
searchers refuse to use such systems, since they
believe their productivity is dramatically reduced
by them. On top of that, high prices with roughly
$40k per license seat prevent many companies
from using them throughout the whole design
chain. 10 Clearly, the impact of selecting such
a design environment is manifold and not only
restricted to the prototyping, but has many
implications for the entire process of product
development.

(2) A second aspect is the missing documentation of
the research team. While they focus on mean-
ingful results of their simulations, the two other

10 One may consider a design team with 200 members all working
with such an environment. The total costs of $8,000,000 are
supplemented by 15% annual maintenance costs. For a prototype
design, however, the cost for a typically smaller group is not as
signi$cant.
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teams are mostly interested in speci$cations.
Graphical systems like COSSAP/CoCentric Sys-
tem Studio, SPW and SIMULINK oJer the pos-
sibility to de$ne functional blocks with clearly
de$ned input and output ports and corresponding
data rates. Using such a graphical system induces
a documentation while specifying the functional
blocks. Speci$cation allows detection of 4aws
at an early stage and, much more importantly,
it can be used to supply additional information
into functional descriptions of algorithms. The
graphical description has further advantages: it
avoids global variables. Global variables can
lead to the undesired eJect that information
from the transmitter and/or channel is known at
the receiver and some (undesired) cheating can
be the result. It is, for example, quite common
in literature to present MMSE receivers having
perfect knowledge of the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), while this value in reality needs to be es-
timated. The problem of estimating such a value
is typically underestimated. In addition to the
graphical speci$cation, COSSAP for example,
allows writing so-called Generic-C, an ANSI C
program enriched by essentially a header spec-
ifying the names, types and rates of the input
and output variables, a feature well preserved in
the so-called PRIM models of the new version
CoCentric System Studio.

(3) A third aspect of the slowdown in the prod-
uct 4ow is the required permanent re-coding.
Although the research team de$nes a code for
simulation, the system design team is not able to
reuse the code, mainly due to its poor documen-
tation and coding style used. The system realiza-
tion team even rewrites the code to specify its
own reference code (golden code). Based on the
anticipated hardware platform, other languages
(assembler, VHDL) have to be used at a certain
level of re$nement, requiring time-consuming
hand re-coding. Such foregoing is error prone 11

and requires a solution based on automatic
re-coding tools. While graphical tools do not
provide an immediate solution to the tedious

11 See for example [24] where it is claimed that errors found
late in the design process cost up to 100 times more than those
found early.

re-coding process, they can support it by allow-
ing multiple, but diJerent descriptions for each
block. This alleviates the transformation and al-
lows doing it piece by piece. SIMULINK [37],
COSSAP/CoCentric System Studio [11] and
SPW [38] allow for such code versions, but only
on a block level, i.e., if a modi$cation impacts
several blocks at the same time, the system does
not work out the required consistency. Revision
control tools (such as CVS [20] or ClearCase
[18]) can help here. At certain times in the de-
sign 4ow, the entire design becomes frozen and
can be re-instantiated at a later time allowing
to track a bug that shows up at a certain stage
in the design 4ow, but was not noticed before.
Further aspects of revision level tools are per-
sonal responsibility: the blocks can be assigned
to speci$c people in the team and cannot be
altered by others. Using such blocks, it is guar-
anteed that everybody in the team is working in
the same, rather than in a personal environment.
In order to guarantee backward compatibility it
is important to stick with one code and the same
language for as long as possible.

(4) Furthermore, graphical systems allow an easy
method of code re$nement by co-simulation.
The code can be re$ned from one revision level
to the next and by instantiating the two versions
at the same time their output can be compared
while they are fed by the same input. An impor-
tant step in code re$nement is the switch from
4oat to $x-point code. The recent SystemC ini-
tiative [22,27] supports this step by extending
ANSI C with $x-point data types. A|RT-Library
[2] from ADELANTE TECHNOLOGIES of-
fered such C++ Library extension for many
years. The underlying idea is that by providing
more and more details in a code at a very high
level, the automatic tools modify the code it-
eratively into the required (meta-) descriptions
until the $nal product is de$ned in every (tech-
nical) detail. These $nal descriptions express
the code in a desired form, i.e., assembler code
to program a DSP chip, VHDL or VERILOG
code to program an FPGA or synthesize the re-
quired masks for an ASIC. However, since the
automatic tools map the code from a high level
to each of the lower levels, the re$nement of
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Fig. 2. The new design 4ow.

the code is only performed on the high-level de-
scription, i.e., the C-code. By iteratively rewrit-
ing the original C-code used in simulation to
suit the needs of a speci$c hardware platform,
the code remains backward compatible at any
state and thus allows all teams to share the code
and investigate problems. Speci$cally, there is
no need to switch design environments when
transferring from one team to another.

(5) One last aspect when analysing the slow devel-
opment process is the team size. Poor commu-
nication is a drawback of rather large teams.
Fortunately, the required amount of people in a
prototype team is much smaller and it is possi-
ble to keep all team members as one team sup-
porting full information to everybody. This is
clearly a particularity in rapid prototyping that
cannot easily be realized in a large product de-
sign team. However, improving communication
can be a crucial point there as well and certainly
requires consideration.

To summarize what has been learnt by investigating
the current design 4ow, the key essentials to make
prototyping rapid (and possibly speed up production),
are given by our Five-Ones Approach:

• one environment
• one automatic documentation by speci$cation

• one forward–backward compatible code revision
tool

• one code to be worked on by re$nement steps
• one team to improve communication

The proposed approach (depicted in the upper part of
Fig. 2) at this stage, thus, allows a continuous 4ow in
which the teams start with designs from the previous
teams but stay within the same design environment.
They gradually re$ne the existing routines in such
a way that they still can be handed backwards for
a3rmation and for solving of speci$c problems.

4. Case study: MIMO-transmission over UMTS

So far a design 4ow paradigm (Five-Ones Ap-
proach) was proposed without specifying details
about its actual implementation. Such details will
follow in this section based on a case study. The
goal of this section is thus to describe our experi-
ences with the application of the proposed design
4ow in a real environment. Thereto the steps in the
development and the prototyping of a multi-antenna
wideband communication system are presented. The
development process is explained step-by-step and
it is demonstrated how the described uni$ed design
environment helped to achieve the projects goals.
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4.1. Motivation

Recently it has been shown that systems with
multiple antennas at the transmitter and at the re-
ceiver can utilize the spatial diversity in rich scatter-
ing environments extremely well to increase system
capacity [12]. This is achieved by applying multiple-
input–multiple-output (MIMO) techniques to perform
spatial multiplexing. Thereby separate data streams
are transmitted concurrently from each of the transmit
antennas through a common resource, e.g. the same
carrier frequency, spreading code, etc. This allows a
direct increase in the system throughput. While this
concept has been demonstrated for narrow-band sys-
tems [14,48] it has not yet been applied in practice
to CDMA-based wideband communication systems
such as the upcoming UMTS standard [44].
The goal of this project was to investigate how

MIMO techniques could be incorporated into the
UMTS downlink, to demonstrate that the chosen
approach could be implemented e3ciently, and to
quantify the enhanced performance over the existing
standard. In order to be able to make a clear assess-
ment about the achieved performance improvements,
it was important to adopt a system that inherits most
of the essential parts of UMTS and that modi$cations
were only applied where they would be absolutely
necessary. A con$guration with four antennas at
both transmitter and receiver side was chosen for the
realization.
In the following only the baseband part of the

entire prototype is described. A radio front-end at
2:4 GHz was reused from previous BLAST experi-
ments [1,14,48]. A detailed analysis of the expected
behavior on algorithmic level can be found in [33,35].
Various channel estimation methods were also tested
by applying a channel emulator (TAS FLEX4500)
before the $nal measurements took place [1]. More
details on the concept, the RF front-end as well as
measurement results are reported in [1,9,16,33,35].

4.2. MIMO-transmission over UMTS

The system speci$cation basically consisted of four
almost independent UMTS-base station transmitters
as depicted in Fig. 3. All of them contain the key
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Fig. 3. Transmitter for a MIMO-extended UMTS-FDD Downlink
with four antennas.

components to support downlink communication:

• Primary and Secondary Synchronization CHannels
for initial synchronization of the receiver
(PSCH,SSCH).

• A Common PIlot CHannel (CPICH) used for fre-
quency oJset and channel estimation.

• Dedicated Physical Data CHannels for multiple
users (DPDCH) spread by the channelization code
(Gold Code) and separated by orthogonal codes
with variable spreading factor (User Codes).

In order to support MIMO channel estimation each
of the transmitters has to be able to use a separate
channelization code for its pilot channel. However,
the data signal from each user is split into four par-
allel parts through serial to parallel conversion which
are then transmitted from the four antennas using the
same channelization code. The transmitters also need
to be able to support dummy users to simulate real-life
tra3c loads on the network and to test the impact of
multiple users on the system performance.
The receiver functions are essentially the inverse to

the transmitter functions. However, much of the re-
quired information is not known at the receiver, and
hence estimation of such unknowns has to be per-
formed $rst. Details are depicted in Fig. 4. The imple-
mented receiver functions are:

• Pulse shaping $lter, matching the transmitter $lter.
• Automatic gain control
• A synchronization unit for initial synchronization
of frames and slots based on the PSCH and SSCH.
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• A frequency oJset and channel estimation unit
based on the CPICH including a $nger search
algorithm.

• A detection unit for one user signal based on the
DPDCH. Many diJerent decoding algorithms (ML,
VBLAST, MMSE, ZF) were to implement.

4.3. Previous experience

In a previous prototyping experience, a straight for-
ward 1×1 UMTS downlink system was implemented
[15]. For this project a parallel approach was taken
in which the system modelling as a high-level MAT-
LAB model and its prototype implementation in C
were conducted in parallel. The goal was to keep the
designs compatible and to allow an exchange of mod-
ules between the high-level simulation and the actual
implementation. Strong diJerences in the implemen-
tation and partitioning of the high-level model and
the actual implementation turned out to be the major
obstacles. DiJerent interfaces even on similar blocks
prevented the exchange of functional units between
the two designs. Implementation issues previously ne-
glected in the high-level simulation setup turned out
to be the main reason for discrepancies between the
high-level simulation and the real-time implementa-
tion on the test-bed. As a result, the realization of a
downlink equalizer revealed an extremely severe per-
formance degradation for time varying channels than
that expected from the simulations.
The conclusion from this work was that a paral-

lel approach of a C-based prototype and a high-level
model are extremely di3cult and labour intense to
keep synchronized over the entire development pro-
cess. Following the suggested uni$ed design method-
ology the development of a high-level model based
mainly on MATLAB blocks was therefore abandoned.
It was decided that all system components eventually
going into hardware have to be solely written in the
proposed Generic-C dialect, even if it was clear that
the $rst drafts of the design would be used only for
simulations.

4.4. A behavioural implementation

In our team it was decided to use SIMULINK as
a graphical environment basically for $nancial rea-
sons: a SIMULINK license costs roughly a tenth of a

COSSAP/CoCentric System Studio or SPW license.
However, another aspect was important as well: the
acceptance of the team members. Since the team con-
sisted mostly of research-oriented people, MATLAB
was a preferred tool and SIMULINK as a deriva-
tive was seen as something as close to MATLAB
as possible. However, the use of SIMULINK also
has a few disadvantages. One major shortcoming in
SIMULINK is the fact that incorporation of C-code
using S-functions is rather complicated. Other than
in COSSAP, only little help is given to program the
rather complicated S-functions. 12 Another problem
seems to be the abundant documentation that requires
weeks of reading until one $nds and understands the
point of interest. It was therefore, decided to write
a translation tool mapping Generic C-code into the
SIMULINK environment. From here on productivity
could be increased substantially and SIMULINK did
not lack behind the much more expensive COSSAP
tool. Using Generic-C, the program is separated into
three phases: a header with declarations, an initializa-
tion phase, the actual program body and $nally a post
phase that runs after the program has ended. Since
routines were targeted to run in endless loops in a
later hardware solution, it was decided not to support
the post phase, a phase that typically is only used to
de-allocate memory or close previously opened $les.
Note that it is not a good style to open $les or dynam-
ically allocate memory in a program that is intended
to run on a low-cost hardware platform. Such con-
structs should not be used in the simulation and if in-
or output data are required to read from or write to
a $le, for veri$cation purposes, for example, one can
use standard library functions.
However, as the complexity of our design in-

creased, a decrease in simulation performance was
also observed. Since many parts were designed to run
cycle-true on a per-cycle basis, i.e., roughly speaking
one data element goes in and one comes out, by in-
creasing the number of blocks, the simulation slows
down. The scheduler algorithm is mostly occupied by
itself and only small parts of the PC performance are
devoted to the actual simulation. A common argument
of MATLAB-opponents is that MATLAB simula-
tions are slow compared to C implementations. This

12 Complicated also because SIMULINK supports time discrete
and continuous systems at the same time.
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Fig. 4. Simulation set-up.

is mostly correct due to the nature of the MATLAB
interpreter. Note however, that, SIMULINK allows
programming all major parts in C. They are compiled
before running and thus run as fast as conventional
C-code. Nevertheless, SIMULINK has the reputation
to run slower than conventional C-programs. This sit-
uation can be helped by two methods: using only few,
larger blocks and presenting block operations at the
input/output level of the blocks. If one, for example,
increases the data size from one element to 1000 at
the input of a block, the scheduler requires less than
0.1% of the complexity and can thus be neglected. In
order to have the code prepared for such behaviour
only a “for-loop” in C is required at the outer borders
of the code block. With the Generic-C description it is
possible to de$ne the block sizes as a parameter that
can dynamically be set at run time and be controlled
by a MATLAB script, while at execution time on a
hardware test bed the parameter can be set to one.
The internal code remains unchanged. It is important
to keep in mind that block operations in this context
are typically for simulation speedup only and have
no representation in the actual implementation where
only single data items are available at the input of a
design entity.

4.5. A coarse partitioning

The $rst SIMULINK design set-up included some
purely behavioural blocks in 4oating point such as the
channel model, a synchronization model and a module
to perform BER-measurements. On the other hand it
contained the actual MIMO transmitter and receiver.

The former was composed of four of the transmit-
ters originally designed for the 1 × 1 system. The
receiver was partitioned into two major blocks, a
receiver front-end and a MIMO-decoder back-end
connected by a small module to emulate the inter-
face between them. This partitioning was already
chosen with respect to a future mapping of the com-
ponents onto hardware. An analysis had shown that
the front-end had to deal with high-rate data path
type operations and would therefore be likely to be
mapped to an FPGA. The MIMO decoder on the other
hand would have to deal with highly data dependent
and fairly irregular operations at a much lower rate
and would therefore be much better suited for a DSP
implementation. A detailed overview of the major
functional blocks in the simulation set-up is depicted
in Fig. 4. Note that the entire design is feed-forward
oriented. By avoiding feedback loops, the number of
interfaces are reduced also easing the partitioning of
a system.
The de$nition of a graphical simulation set-up al-

ready contained an essential part of the basic inter-
face de$nitions between the functional blocks of the
system. With this as a starting point each block was
assigned to a member of the development team. The
remaining part of this case study will focus on the im-
plementation of the MIMO receiver, consisting of the
front-end and the decoder module.
The next step towards the realization of the sys-

tem was to $ll the still empty blocks with an initially
purely behavioural description of their basic func-
tionality. This was essential to enable the team to
start system simulations and to make $rst performance
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assessments. Only very little attention was paid to the
suitability of the written code for future hardware im-
plementation at this point. As multiple people started
contributing to the development of single blocks (es-
pecially the front-end) functionality needed to be split
further into hierarchical blocks. This was done through
the de$nition of function calls within the Generic-C
code. With this step-by-step partitioning it was possi-
ble to leave the top-level set-up mostly unaltered. It
also helped to avoid the previously discussed problem
where a growing number of blocks puts more load on
the systems scheduler and therefore slows down sim-
ulations. Gradually all top-level Generic-C code was
converted into well-de$ned functional blocks.

4.6. Impact of code revision

A revision tool (CVS) was introduced at this stage.
It turned out later to be a very useful step. One per-
son had to take on the responsibility of module testing
and revision control. His tasks were to check whether
new versions of functional blocks were compatible to
previous ones. To achieve this goal, a reference en-
vironment with test vectors was created that could
be repeated over and over once new revisions came
in. Often it turned out that some designer also made
changes in functional blocks other than his own block.
In order to accept a new revision of a functional block
in the CVS system, it had to undergo such testing by
an independent developer. Once the tests succeeded,
the new revision was introduced to CVS and all de-
signers were informed to download the newest ver-
sion. Due to the previous testing, this procedure went
rather smooth. Simulations carried out with this set-up,
showed promising results and con$rmed that an im-
plementation of the design in hardware would indeed
be successful.

4.7. Hardware set-up and implementation

As a rapid prototyping platform the approach from
SUNDANCE [41] was used allowing for a Lego-like
system with diJerent modules carrying FPGAs, DSPs,
ADCs and DACs. Slow 8bit communication ports (up
to 5 Mbps) and faster SDB ports (up to 200 Mbps)
are supported on most modules. By writing a limited
set of drivers for all possible combinations, one can
impose the required driver at the time the system is

being assembled. The 3L-Diamond RTOS 13 for the
DSPs also allows the user to map the procedures onto
several chips, i.e., the prototyping engineer can decide
at a later stage how many DSPs are really required to
meet real-time requirements.
The chosen hardware platform from SUNDANCE

consists of a 4exible combination of TI ’C6x series
digital signal processors (DSPs) [43] and XILINX
Virtex series FPGAs [45]. It is based on carrier boards
with a PCI bus interface and a variety of high perfor-
mance DSP and FPGA modules. A typical PCI carrier
board supports up to four modules. In our $nal set-up
one FPGA module, one C-67 DSP module and evalu-
ation modules from other vendors for data conversion
(ADC and DAC) were used. Originally, a much larger
amount of FPGA modules was expected to be nec-
essary. Since SUNDANCE provides a rather 4exible
and scalable platform, the $nal partitioning into hard-
ware elements could be delayed to a very late point in
time.

4.8. Further partitioning

A tremendous advantage of a graphical environment
is that it already proposes a partitioning for various
functional units that can aid the design speci$cation
group to make their decisions. It also provides $rst
interface de$nitions with data rates between the al-
ready de$ned blocks. Partitioning was performed on
two levels. A $rst partitioning identi$ed large func-
tional blocks like transmitter, and receiver front-end
and decoding algorithms since they were predestined
for speci$c hardware solutions: transmitter and re-
ceiver front-end for FPGAs and decoding algorithms
for DSPs. At a much later stage a re$ned partitioning
was required since it was initially not clear how many
DSPs and how many FPGAs were required. Since
the design realizes a feed-forward data-4ow avoid-
ing feedback loops as much as possible, cutting larger
blocks into smaller functional units was straightfor-
ward. On the other hand if the design speci$cation
team decides to incorporate two or more blocks into
one, it is simple and not very time-intensive to follow
up with this new partitioning scheme in SIMULINK.

13 Diamond is a trademark of 3L LTD.
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Since no automatic partitioning tool was available,
the partitioning was done purely based on experience.
The receiver front-end was targeted for a XILINX
Virtex-1000 FPGA, while the MIMO-decoder went
to a TI-C62 or C67 DSP. An initial purely automatic
mapping of the original code allowed $rst assessments
about the area and speed of the FPGA design and
the speed of the DSP code for the MIMO-decoder
(through pro$ling). As expected the original imple-
mentations fell far short of their real-time (e.g. DSP
cycles) and hardware (e.g. FPGA “slices”) require-
ments. However, it helped to identify the major bottle-
necks. These blocks were then optimized individually,
replacing gradually their original behavioural imple-
mentations. The impact of any modi$cations was al-
ways limited to the smallest possible set of blocks: this
ensured that the remainder of the design was not af-
fected and that the system’s functionality could be ver-
i$ed against the original set-up at any time. Changes
on the top-level simulation set-up and on the inter-
faces were avoided as much as possible. Whenever a
con$guration was available that was fully functional
and showed comparable performance to the previous
design step it was checked into the CVS revision con-
trol system and a label was attached to the corre-
sponding version of all the involved $les. Using this
gradual re$nement strategy basically all modules of
the receiver front-end were revised to achieve a de-
sign that could be implemented and would meet the
area and timing constraints. While some blocks such
as the timing reference, the $lters and the gain control
were only slightly modi$ed during this process other
blocks were revised completely or even rewritten.
Probably the best example for the importance of

this re$nement step is the channel estimation block.
Its purpose is to estimate the channel pro$les between
each transmit and receive antenna. For the 4× 4 sys-
tem presented here this results in 16 channel estimates
running in parallel. The original implementation of
this block required more than 300% of the area avail-
able in the targeted Virtex-1000 FPGA. The optimized
$nal realization was able to perform the same oper-
ation with an area consumption of less than 20% of
the device. This was achieved through an architecture
optimization of the channel estimator itself combined
with a careful selection of the utilized channelization
codes of the pilot channel (see also [9] for further
details).

At this point the receiver front-end design had been
fully partitioned into sub-functions which completely
encapsulated all its functional units and provided
well speci$ed interfaces between them. Modi$ca-
tions within these blocks were entirely independent
of the rest of the design. All blocks could be synthe-
sized separately allowing to accurately estimate their
complexity individually and to decide where further
rework was needed.

4.9. ReAnement and optimization

The next logical step was to start re$ning and op-
timizing the code for its implementation on the plat-
form. Part of the speci$cation phase is to de$ne the
numerical conditions under which the algorithms have
to run. For example, if a 16 bit DSP has been selected
to run a speci$c algorithm, it must be checked that
this algorithm is numerically stable under such con-
ditions. SIMULINK like other tools allows including
a $xed-point block-set, i.e. graphical building blocks
with simple operations like add, mult, etc. in which the
length of each mantissa can be de$ned. This allows
testing numerical sensitivity of an algorithm. How-
ever, reprogramming an algorithm from C code into
its graphical form is time consuming 14 and the actual
$xed-point simulation run becomes very slow. Run
times increasing by a factor of 1000 were experienced!
Therefore, it was decided not to use such $x-point
blocks. Instead the evaluation was done through fur-
ther re$nement steps of the original 4oating point
code. Two diJerent paths were followed depending on
whether the targeted hardware platform was a DSP or
an FPGA.

4.9.1. ReAnements for DSPs
As long as the speci$ed hardware platform is a 16

bit DSP, the numerical analysis can be done in C by
using short data types throughout the program. Pos-
sible shift operations have to be added in order to
avoid over- or under4ow operations. The advantage is
that—assuming a good C-compiler exists—this pro-
gram can be used directly to run on the target DSP. It

14 For data4ow dominated code, a recoding may go fast but
as soon as time-critical control 4ow dominated code is present,
re-coding is very labour intense.
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Table 1
Computational complexity of VBLAST and ML

ZF-VBLAST ML

Rate DIV MUL ADD/CMP DIV MUL ADD/Cmp

Per channel estimate 3:84e6
1024

1
s 4 264 640 — 96 232

Per symbol 3:84e6
32

1
s — 160 104 — 64 635

Total Ops
s 1.5M 20M 15M — 12M 78M

was therefore decided to use TI’s C62/67 DSPs since
they are essentially 16 bit machines re4ecting most
DSPs on the market but at the same time an excel-
lent C-optimizer exists due to its RISC structure (see
for example [26]). It allows to reuse the already writ-
ten C-code as opposed to switching to an assembler
description. This is perfectly along the lines of the
paradigm of using only one code since the C code can
be reused without any changes. Also the use of an ISS
was avoided entirely.
Although functionally correct the now available

$x-point code may not be suited to be implemented
directly on a DSP or ASIC/FPGA. DSPs, like the
TI C62/67 support C-code but in various quality de-
pending on how it is written. Several style elements
can speed up the program in a DSP considerably.
The read and write operations, for example, often
require several cycles to perform and run better when
pipelined. One method to improve this is mapping a
short (16 bit) array into an array of type int (32 bit)
and applying the algorithm to the lower and higher
part separately. Another approach is applying IN-
TRINSICS, i.e. speci$cally de$ned operations that
will be mapped directly into one assembler operation.
Once such INTRINSICS are used, the original code
would not run in the SIMULINK environment since
they are not de$ned in ANSI C. However, an include
$le with the corresponding de$nitions in ANSI C
can be added under SIMULINK allowing bit-exact
co-simulation. Therefore, the Generic-C mapping al-
gorithm was extended to also support DSP platforms
as a target. Table 1 depicts pro$ling results for two
decoder algorithms (ZF-VBLAST and ML). By re-
$ning and optimizing the code it was possible to run
a code rate of 32 for both decoders. This was a quite
surprising result since the ML decoder, in particu-
lar, was expected to be of much higher complexity.

Further re$nement by using assembler language was
not expected to improve the results signi$cantly.

4.9.2. ReAnements for FPGAs
The standard C-types such as char, short, and int

are not a good way of specifying variables when the
algorithm target is an FPGA (or ASIC). One would
have to use the next larger value (for a 9 bit variable,
a short data type is required) combined with a mask-
ing of the left over bits. However, this requires major
code modi$cations and adds signi$cant overhead
for the designer. A much better approach is the one
from ADELANTE TECHNOLOGIES [2], now also
present in Open-SystemC. They provide a $xed-point
library set that enriches the ANSI C-code by $x-point
types for arbitrary mantissa length. Together with the
library comes a statistic tool set that allows checking
how often the bits in the mantissas are used so that
the designer can quickly decide whether the mantissa
is too short or too long. The advantage here is that
the functional part of the original C-code can remain
unchanged, while only the type declarations need
to be re-speci$ed. Once the $nal mantissa length is
found, the code runs only about 10 times slower than
the original code, still fast enough to make a decision
on the numerical feasibility of an algorithm. It is also
very important that the data types allow for arbitrary
placement of the binary point so that one can switch
directly from a 4oating to a $xed point description
without additional shift operations. This process was
automated by de$ning intermediate data types that
can be mapped to 4oat $rst and later to individual
$x-point types. Using this procedure, the existing
code was re$ned step-by-step from 4oat to $x with-
out changing anything but the data types. Note that
this approach is still time consuming and one wishes
to apply an automatic, iterative scheme like the one
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proposed in [30] where the mantissa length can be
found automatically.

4.10. Final steps towards implementation

Although from the start of the design the input
and output port de$nitions were speci$ed as part of
each graphical block, these de$nitions were not suf-
$cient when mapping the modules onto hardware.
Note that all input and output de$nitions are served
by block-oriented communication drivers. Depending
on which hardware is expected to perform the com-
munication link, diJerent drivers are available and
are speci$ed when calling the mapping algorithm. As
a standard for DSPs (by using the port name COM#),
the communication ports (8 bit parallel ports) of the
3L-Diamond operating system are used which support
the user with a complete (but hidden) DMA and in-
terrupt structure for handling the data communication.
Optionally, drivers for serial ports were written to oJer
a voice connection to the outside world. The automatic
mapping tools were set to include a driver routine
according to the name of the port once the keyword
COM does not occur in the port name speci$cation.
The mapping of the DSP code into the 3L-Diamond
supported RTOS code is also done automatically
by the already mentioned mapping tool and indi-
cated in Fig. 2 by the mapping in the centre of the
$gure.
Furthermore, the mapping tool also allows mapping

an algorithm from Generic-C to DSP for test purposes.
By imposing real-sync [25], it is possible to feed the
DSP with the data that come out of the SIMULINK
simulation, and once the results are present at the out-
put of the DSP are fed back to the SIMULINK envi-
ronment to continue the simulation process. By this,
DSP testing is possible with the exact data as used in
the simulation and without explicitly de$ning test vec-
tors. Results can be compared with simulation while
running and mismatches can be indicated and ana-
lysed. Such a set-up can also be used to speed up sim-
ulations. The corresponding mapping is depicted in
Fig. 2 on the right branch.
Mapping algorithms into the FPGA world requires

additional steps. As explained before, the ANSI-C
code is enriched by $x-point data types from ADE-
LANTE TECHNOLOGIES. Once the code runs en-
tirely in $xed-point C data types, the algorithm can

automatically be converted into VHDL by applying
the A|RT-BUILDER tool from ADELANTE TECH-
NOLOGIES. From there the VHDL synthesizer con-
tinues to map the code into the required format for
FPGAs. Note that this design path requires the de-
veloper to write the C code in a speci$c style. The
code must represent a Finite State Machine (FSM)
so that the code can be mapped into a unique input–
output mapping. Time-consuming operations must be
pipelined by hand. All control logic needs to be added
by the designer. 15 Connecting the hardware ports is
supported by SUNDANCE by providing VHDL code
speci$cally for them. Other than for the DSPs, they
need to be imported at a later stage when the design is
present in VHDL. Some FPGAs support speci$c core
elements like memory, multiplier or pre-synthesized
and optimal structures. These can also be included by
de$ning them as separated C-code routines and instan-
tiating them with the following statement:

#ifdef SYNTHESIS
dummy c-code procedure (to be replaced
automatically later on)
#else
behavioral simulation code
#endif

During the simulation the behavioural model is
used. When mapping to VHDL the dummy com-
ponent is replaced by the actual core element. The
optimized FPGA design was automatically mapped to
VHDL synthesized and placed. As memory macros
were used in the design, behavioural descriptions had
to be replaced by the corresponding VHDL templates.
This was done automatically applying script $les
before synthesis. While this translation step worked
quite smoothly another 3 weeks of work was neces-
sary to work around interfacing and clocking issues
on the platform that were not included in the sys-
tem simulations. However, after these problems were
solved, the basic functionality of the design turned out
to be working without requiring major modi$cations
in the Generic-C code.

15 Modern EDA tools like A|RT-DESIGNER (see [2,32]) allow
even to add the control logic to a given C code description.
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4.11. Measurement-based system improvements

After the successful implementation of the system,
a $rst set of measurements could be performed. A de-
bug interface in the receiver front-end allowed mon-
itoring critical internal parameters of the system. It
was designed to help locating and identifying prob-
lems and to make measurements of parameters that
would otherwise be hidden inside the receiver. This
system for example helped to identify a problem in
the frequency oJset estimator. The failure was traced
back to an inaccuracy caused by a linear approxima-
tion of the arctan(x) function. As this approximation
error would only show up for certain frequency oJ-
sets and only at certain situations, it had not been
found during simulations. The observations from the
real-time experiments were fed back to the designers
and an improved slightly more complex approxima-
tion removed the problem [9].

5. Conclusions and outlook

Noting the diJerent constraints every design team
faces, many rapid prototyping approaches have been
proposed and successfully used. The following publi-
cations describe approaches which have similarities to
our approach. In [42] a system level design on algo-
rithmic level using SIMULINK with its RTW feature
is proposed to speed up simulation by programming
in C. In [36] an approach very similar to ours using
SPW rather than SIMULINK has been proposed.
However, the features of SPW and the lack of an
automatic C-to-VHDL conversion tool along with the
utilization of TI C40 processors does not allow a
consistent language description throughout the de-
sign steps. A more focussed view on prototyping for
wireless systems based on pure FPGA programming
is presented in [8]. Utilizing SIMULINK graphical
block descriptions corresponding parametric VHDL
code is provided to map a SIMULINK design directly
into a set of FPGAs. How the intercommunication of
such FPGAs is supported and how the partitioning of
a rather large design spanning over many FPGAs is
performed is not mentioned. Finally [39] should be
mentioned as one example of the future challenges
in designing recon$gurable hardware for so-called
software-de$ned radios.

By observing the similarities between building pro-
totypes and building products, the overall design 4ow
was improved by combining the successful strategies
previously employed separately. A review of the var-
ious steps in a product design 4ow identi$ed several
aspects responsible for slowing down the design pro-
cess. These pitfalls are prevented in a prototyping en-
vironment by the proposed Five-Ones Approach: one
team, one environment, one code, one documentation
and one code revision tool. A detailed description for
automating these steps is presented leading to a further
increase in productivity. Many of these techniques are
directly applicable to product design 4ows. The re-
ported case study for MIMO transmission over UMTS
required about 10 man-years of eJort for handling
a complex design that could otherwise require 5–10
times more eJort.
Some points still need to be addressed in the fu-

ture to speed up such processes. Embedded systems
are emerging into the wireless market and need to
be addressed in the rapid prototyping environment
as well as in the product design environment. Many
companies build their own prototyping platforms with
speci$cs to suit their product line. While our realized
rapid prototyping 4ow is based on supporting SUN-
DANCE boards, a more general approach must allow
a parametric speci$cation of such platforms by includ-
ing their interface information. The work environment
with its mapping tools, though quite capable of han-
dling larger designs, is currently being enhanced in
order to allow for new features. One of these is auto-
matic $x-point coding. As described in [30] the tools
should be able to $nd out their own minimum
mantissa lengths. Architectural exploration by incor-
porating A|RT-Designer from ADELANTE TECH-
NOLOGIES [2] is another exciting feature. Finally,
automatic partitioning as proposed in [6] and sup-
ported in newer EDA tools [28] would be a salient
feature in such an environment.
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